
ROYAL MASSACRE!

 horrific  news
was  announced
this morning A

by the spokesman of the
Danish  Crown: all  the
members of  the  royal
family were found dead
poisoned   after  a  duel
between  prince  Hamlet
and  Laertes,  who
brought chaos to Elsinor
just  three  days  ago  by
routing the king's  army
in order  to  revenge his
father  Polonius
mysterious death.

The  cause  of  the
slaughter  is  a  plan
contrived  by  king
Claudius  and  Laertes
himself  to  kill  the
prince,  accused  of
counselor  Polonius
murder. 

A plan that clearly went
wrong since  even
Claudius  and  Laertes
were  injured  by  the
envenomed  sword
destined  to  only  hit
Hamlet.  Moreover  our
beloved queen Gertrude
met  the  death  drinking
by  accident  a  glass  of
wine  mixed  with  a
lethal substance.

SHADOWS OVER THE
CROWN

A  tragedy  that
completes  a  series  of
terrible events like the
unexpected  demise  of
king  Hamlet  and  the
suicide of lady Ophelia
that  shook  Denmark
these last months.

It  is  still  unclear  the
reason  of  such  hatred
inside the royal family.

An  anonimous  witness
has revealed that prince
Hamlet was suspecting
Claudius  to  be  his
father's killer.

This  could  explain  the
depressed  state of  the
heir  to  the  throne
portrayed  by  all  the
gossip magazines lately,
that  everybody  thought
was only due to the end
of his  relationship with
lady Ophelia.

STRUGGLE FOR POWER
And now that Denmark
has lost its royal dinasty
many  noblemen  are
trying to get the chance
to be the new king.
One  of  these  is
Fortinbras,  prince  of
Norway,  who leads  the
largest  and  strongest
army  around  and
therefore is likely going
to  be  our  next
sovereign.

What they said:
 "Something is rotten 
 in the state of Denmark"
    Hamlet, Act I, Scene IV

 "The Devil hath power
 to assume a pleasing 
 shape"
    Hamlet, Act II, Scene II

 "To be, or not to be: 
 that is the question"
    Hamlet, Act III, Scene I


